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Abstract
This paper will analyze capitalist technical innovation process, in light of 

marxist theory and basing debate in critique to neo-schumpeterian school, 
essentially the one made by authors christopher freeman and carlota perez. 
limits to this neo-schumpeterian approach are in not enunciating technical 
changes to the theory of value, historical basis of technological dynamism of 
capitalism. empirical data shown represents partial results of the ongoing re-
search. conclusions point to growth of the working class in capitalist world 
during twenty-first century. however, such growth is based in new working re-
lationships whose prevailing features are flexible working together with salary 
flattening and professional qualification message.
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Introduction

Theory of flexible accumulation (harVey, 1992; 2011) brought profound 
changes to the world of work, among others: huge structural unemployment, 
increasing number of workers facing job instability and hyper-exploitation, all 
this result of social changes, oriented to production of goods and capital ap-
preciation. 

Taylorism fordism accumulation crisis started in second half of decade 
of 1970, compelled companies to find a more complex, heterogeneous and 
multi-functional workforce, to be exploited in more intense and sophisticated 
way by capital (anTunes, 2000; 2002). Therefore, productive restructuration 
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process is really nothing more than capital restructuration, to grant its expan-
sion and accumulation. 

in every step taken to introduce technical and/or organizational innova-
tions, there is an opportunity to overcome ways of resisting labour exploita-
tion controls (milkman, 1997; Bihr, 1998). more and more, companies benefit 
from neoliberal work deregulation to modify relations with working class via 
intensifying flexibilization processes, including such practices as outsourcing 
and subcontracting, temporary and group work and inflicting heavy defeats 
to trade-union movement born under Taylor-ford practices. for harvey (2011: 
16), “[...] neoliberalism legitimates draconian practices aiming to restore and 
consolidate capitalist class power”.

Taking this into account, present paper will analyze technical innovation 
process within productive capitalist process in light of marxist theory and ba-
sing debate in critique to neo-schumpeterian school, essentially the one made 
by authors christopher freeman and carlota perez. limits to this neo-schum-
peterian approach are in not enunciating technical changes to the theory of 
value, historical basis of technological dynamism of capitalism. empirical data 
shown represents partial results of the ongoing research. conclusions point 
to growth of the working class in capitalist world during twenty-first century. 
however, such growth is based in new working relationships whose prevailing 
features are flexible working together with salary flattening and professional 
qualification message.

1. Technical Innovation and Work in Capitalism

neo-schumpeterian authors, highlighting freeman and perez, in 1988 
(carlota perez, former student of christopher freeman with whom she closely 
collaborated) and again perez in 2002, stated that diffusion of technology is as-
sociated to its potential to transform economic sectors and encourage forma-
tion of new others, driving  development to a new technical and economic pa-
radigm and starting an advanced  development cycle. The innovation process 
consists, on one side, by the wake of a crisis, and on the other, by recovering 
from this crisis when industrial sectors and socio-institutional structures move 
and adapt to innovations. or in freeman & perez words (1988: 59):

“[...] it is evident that this is a transitional period characterized by a deep struc-
tural economic change, demanding equally profound transformations in social 
institutions. The perspective of a prolonged recession is a signal of the increa-
sing level of bad combination between the technical economic subsystem and 
old socio-institutional structure”. 

post-world war ii Taylorism fordism predominant technological regime 
was based in low oil costs and intensive use of energy and materials in econo-
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mic sectors, particularly the automotive sector (milkman, 1997; Bihr, 1998). 
from an organizational point of view, assembly line arrived to factories, while 
in management areas it was the time of great corporations, including research 
and development  departments (r&d) acting in oligopolized markets. This new 
profile demanded a large number of low-skilled workers, the so called “mass 
worker”, performing only one part of a task, not related to the whole and the-
refore without any content and sense for the worker.

according to neo-schumpeterian approach, at the end of the 1970’s, ca-
pitalist advanced economies started a transition phase to reach a new techno-
logical paradigm since a particular basic input – the microelectronics based te-
chnology – that was rapidly spread in economic sectors. during this “transition” 
period, economic changes demanded modifying institutional structures, up 
till now adequating and regulating social, economic and political relationships 
in previous system. regarding work, a new more flexible labour market arose, 
demanding higher levels of education and new skills.

The authors consider crisis as an “adjustment” period 3 where social and 
political changes within the institutional environment must be present to con-
solidate the new paradigm and regulate the new order, based in micro-electro-
nics and information technologies. sharing this vision and to promote a more 
flexible labour market,  governments of several countries are developing eco-
nomic and social adjustment neoliberal policies having direct impact in the 
working class, cancelling rights acquired after long fights, through deregula-
tion of labour relations and reducing social  security benefits. 

financial markets integration generated an intense capital productive 
restructuration process, based in a new neoliberal political free trade ideology 
and lesser state presence as capital-labour relationships regulatory power. in 
this context ilo data from 2012 shows that poverty rate increased in half of 
economically developed countries and in one third of developing economies 
countries. inequality also increased in half of countries with developed econo-
mies and one quarter in countries with developing economies. 

neo-schumpeterian authors consider that technology is independent 
and autonomous regarding social and institutional relations, granting a deter-
ministic and neutral character to a process not only technical, but also of social 
transformation. (Tomaney, 1996; preViTali; faria, 2008). The relation betwe-
en technical change and socio-institutional adjustment grants a subordinating 
position from last to first one, making set of socio-cultural and class relations 
depending from technical attributes, when reality is otherwise: technical in-
serts in the broader context of production and its way of capital accumulation 
(anTunes, 2013). 

for capitalism, labour process is a capital appreciation process, whe-
re main objective is increasing surplus value production.  The issue is how 
capital can increase surplus value production independently of increasing 
working hours. it is possible through a reduction of working week - the part of 
3 our emphasis.
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time worker needs for own use – and increase in work, corresponding to the 
capitalist’s working hours. Therefore capital will increase working productive 
force “[...] through changes in ways of working or in working methods or in 
both” (marX, 1988: 238) and capital appreciation process is established throu-
gh relative surplus value.

Then, capital will perform relative surplus value through a process of 
changes in means of production and labour organization methods by applying 
technologies, generating goods values and workforce reduction. capitalists 
get an individual incentive to reduce working time through undervaluing goo-
ds due to other capitalists’ competition. Therefore it is competition what makes 
the capitalist transforming technical and organizational working process con-
ditions through appropriation of workers expertise (marX, 1988).

if a capitalist introduces innovations in productive process, he can appro-
priate most of the working day to do an additional work than other capitalists 
could not yet do. however, that extra surplus value, obtained when individual 
capitalist gets higher profit than the rest, disappears as innovation widespread 
in capitalist economy (marX, 1988). on one side, productive labour force in-
crease will spread through production areas, undervaluing goods, and on the 
other, reducing workforce. 

This creates an intrinsic incentive for capitalist production way, making 
capitalist be interested in investing in new production and organization 
working techniques, modifying combined productive forces (marX, 1988). 
submitted to the logic of interests of capital, science is transformed in techno-
logy, becoming a powerful lever of labour exploitation, and therefore of capital 
reproduction in extended scale (marX, 1988; BraVerman, 1981; anTunes, 
2002; anTunes, 2013). 

a complex and contradictory inter-relation is created between science 
and value as its potential is limited by class determination. according to antu-
nes (2002: 54):

 “[...] thesis arguing about precedence of science and techniques as productive 
forces in contemporary societies may be criticized, because at the same time in 
which science is released by capital to expand, it ultimately is subordinated to 
exchange-value creation process requirements”. 

antunes states that theory of value recognizes increasing role of science, 
but he stresses that is hampered in its development by material basis of rela-
tions between capital and work, and cannot become main productive force to 
substitute work. antunes analysis (2002 e 2013) converge with mandel (1985) 
when he argues that choices regarding certain techniques and not others, are 
made based in profit reasons on  specific sectors of industry, or by leading 
companies of these sectors. Therefore they depend on power relations of core 
capitalist society. 
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introduction of technological and organizational innovations in produc-
tive process is a constant in capitalist production way, and has no connections 
with natural, neutral or autonomous issues. The innovation process must be 
understood within the environment of different social practices, which at the 
time are the result of class relations in struggle for social control of work in ca-
pitalism. it is part of class struggle dynamics, being a political and social control 
variable. (mandel, 1985; anTunes, 2002, anTunes, 2013; preViTali; faria, 
2008). fight against workers resistance to control and rationalization demands 
constant reorganization of productive process. (BraVerman, 1981). 

Therefore, main obstacle to neo-schumpeterian approach is not relating   
technological paradigm concept and even technical change of theory of value, 
historical basis of order of capital in technological dynamism. 

2. New labour relations

according to ilo data, in 2013 202 million were unemployed around the 
world. among economic sectors most suffering with unemployment, industry 
highlights. only in united states manufacturing jobs shrinking was around 35 
pct for period 1990-2010. see down here in chart 1.

Chart 1 -

Source: Statista 2014.

unemployment, together with neoliberal deregulation policies, imposed 
strong defeats to union movement born under Taylorism fordism practices. in 
united states, between 2000 and 2012, sindicalization rates were reduced in 
2.4 pct. see down here in chart 2.
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Chart 2 

Source: Statista 2014.

This new companies and working classes relationship began at the end 
of the 1980’s. productive restructuration led to an industrial proletariat stable 
and an specialized reduction trend, developed during Taylorism fordism (an-
Tunes, 2002; anTunes, 2013; preViTali; faria, 2008). at the same time, new 
intercompany relations were created in many productive chains through de-
verticalization, horizontalization and deconcentration of production physical 
space processes, involving such practices as outsourcing and subcontracting, 
temporary work, or for short periods and in partial time (preViTali; faria, 
2008; Varela, 2013; anTunes, 2002; anTunes, 2013). 

new labour relations imposed workers an intense and detailed electron-
ic monitoring through constant analysis of productivity, performance and sat-
isfaction levels among others, introducing workers qualification, and a way of 
improving its    intellectual integration in work. from the 1990’s and especially 
during current decade, in oecd countries4 there is an increasing trend of hiring 
workers in part time, with consequent full time decrease in full time. see down 
here in chart 3.

4 organization for economic co-operation and development. 
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 Chart 3 - Average percentage of young workers, 
between 15 and 29 years, hired full and part time, 
between 2006 and 2011 in OECD countries, except 
Japan.  

 

 
 

Total Part Time relation with total number of workers
Source – Chart base in OECD Report: Education at a Glance 2013.

specifically in united states, number of part time workers increased 
around 37 percent between 1990 and 2013, in following: 

Chart 4 – Number of part-time employees in the United 
States from 1990 to 2013.

Source: Statista 2014.
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These strategies, corresponding to work and unions controls within class 
struggle environment (Braverman, 1981), fragment workforce and flatten wa-
ges, deregulate labour in name of flexibility and consequently reduce labour 
rights. 

according to ilo 2013 report, among whole world mass of workers, 375 
million of them earn less than us$ 1.25 a day, while other 839 million get less 
than us$ 2 a day. 

at the same time, world income concentration has increased. The ilo 
2013 report states that around 10 pct of world population controls 86% pct 
of global assets, while 70 pct of the poorer control only 3 pct.  The 85 largest 
fortunes in the world account for us$ 1.7 trillion, same income than half of 
world population. “global elites are becoming wealthier while most of world 
population is excluded” states ilo report. Ten richest european countries have 
fortunes equivalent to all country’s rescue packages of the region between 
2008 and 2010. in usa, 95 pct of growth generated after 2008 crisis remained 
in hands of 1 pct of population.

it is worth mentioning that working class has significantly increased in 
contemporary societies, contradicting thesis endorsing end of work and its 
substitution by technologies. we observe that from last decades of the twen-
tieth century and beginning of the twenty first, a new way of work rationali-
zation process is arising. in this context, technological and/or organizational 
changes associated to Toyotism are introduced as being more efficient and 
rational to perform the productive process, and to allow breaking down unde-
sirable excesses of Taylorist fordist organization (piore; saBel, 1984; woma-
ch, et alli, 1989) since they would allow recovering worker’s intelligence in the 
workplace.

in united states, employment growth was around 20 pct for the period 
1990 to 2012. see down here chart 5. 

Source: Statista 2014.
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we have seen creation of a new productive model, creating jobs asso-
ciated to new technologies, however with lower wages and in worse working 
conditions,   strongly contributing to income concentration.

according to world Bank and imf, global number of workers grew 70 pct, 
especially in sectors bound to provision of services, highlighting construction 
industry and household employees (Table 1). in the case of portugal, although 
government states reducing civil servants, we can observe there is substitution 
of permanent civil servants by others with fixed-term contracts, implying in 
labour relations precarization. in first half of 2013, both central administration 
and ministry of economy, substantially increased number of hired employees. 

Table 1 –World working class growth between 2002 and 
2013, by economic sectors and countries

Source Year and 
number of 
workers

Sector Coverage

Site: statista.com 2002 – 3,505.919

2013 – 4,064.147

Fast food United States

Site: Ministry of Labor 2006 -  1,388.958

2011 – 2,762.156

Construction industry Brazil

International Trade Union 

Confederation

2012 – 1,2 million

2022 - 2,2 million

Construction industry Qatar

Department of 

Administration and Public 

Employment.

Portugal’s DGAEP

Contracts during first  

half 2013:

+6912 ≥ (68.5 pct)  

+ 7107 ≥ (101.5 pct)   

Civil servants, Central 

Administration and Ministry 

of Economy and Labour

Portugal

PORDATA 1998 – 4,844 million

2012 -  4,635 million

Private employees Portugal

Site: ISS 2013 – 530,000 Services Global, 60 countries
Site: Statistic Brain 2009 – 14,300

2010 – 46,600

2011 – 60,400

Information technology Global

Site: ILO 1995 – 33 million

2010 – 53 million

Household employees World, except data 

from China

World Bank / IMF 1980 – 2,0 billion

2005 – 3,4 billion

Formal, informal, 

employees, permanently and 

temporary unemployed 
World Bank / IMF 1980 – 225 million

2005 – 900 million

Global workers involved 

in the production of goods 

and export services which   

emigrate to work

Global

under the auspices of multifunctional work, many times in same work-
places, stable and outsourced workers, intellectual and manual share activities 
(preViTali et alli, 2013; anTunes, 2002; anTunes, 2013). 

highly skilled and intellectualized work based in relative surplus value 
is –sometimes – still combined in complex and contradictory ways, with work 
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done in super-exploitation and precarization conditions, intensive to obtain 
from it absolute surplus value, in most diverse productive chains, as it is the 
case of sugar and ethanol agro-industry (preViTali et alli, 2013).

Therefore, a combination of elements including flexible forms of employ-
ment and subjective behavioral elements become capital to grant control, dis-
cipline and consent of this new worker at the workplace and also out of it, from 
a new arrangement configuration, establishing in a dynamic and dialectical 
relation, new social, cultural and educational relation ways.

kuenzer (2003) stresses that characteristics demanded by the new flexi-
ble worker include development of superior cognitive and relations skills, such 
as: capacity for analysis, synthesis, creativeness, response speed, clear and ac-
curate communication, interpretation and use of different language registers 
varying according  to the speaker’s  social class, ability to work in groups, lead 
and manage processes to achieve targets, work prioritizing tasks, evaluate, de-
aling with differences, face challenges of   permanent changes and always try 
to learn. 

fight for specialization is encouraged by the idea that new worker must 
have a higher school attendance level and be more qualified. new education is 
oriented by following concepts: multi-functionality, flexibility and employabili-
ty, to create a worker’s individual process of formation, where each person will 
be responsible for finding competences to be reached, according to neoliberal 
ideas, by developing basic, specific and management skills (maciel; preViTa-
li, 2011). 

Braverman (1981), states that term qualification suggests mastering a te-
chnique apprehended after years of training. The author mentions the example 
of a coachman that besides having skills to manage the horses must also know 
details regarding the coach, how to manage both of them, etc. nevertheless, if 
time needed to become a skilled coachman would be longer than time needed 
to become a chauffeur, this would be considered more qualified. This, because 
as Braverman (1981) stresses, valorization of qualification is always related to 
momentary market needs, and not to the knowhow of a trade and does not 
bring any guarantee for the worker. Braverman thinks that a qualified/complex 
work is worth as a superior work when compared to a not qualified/simple one, 
because it is in true manifest of workforce where higher formation costs are 
since demand more working time, and therefore have higher value. if value of 
this workforce is superior, its objective in same periods of time, will be reaching 
higher values proportionally values. 

3. Conclusion 

as we have seen here above, technical innovation must be understood 
as related to different social practices, which at the time are result of class re-
lations in struggle for controlling labour in capitalism, since it generates value. 
capitalism driving force is work, which develops technology. This, at the time, 
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has a restricted potential due to its class determination, subordinated to a pro-
cess of creation of exchange values. 

current reality at workplace is characterized by higher intensification, 
flexibilization and precarization of working conditions, compelling flexible 
workers  submitting to long working days, overtime without pay, because the-
se hours become bank of hours to be used in leaves when the company has to 
reduce production, multi-functionality to perform different tasks and knowing 
how to operate several types of  machines and equipment, besides skills favo-
ring initiatives, cooperation an work in groups.  

as number of available workers increase and job offers decrease, com-
petition among workers becomes higher, less fair and more violent. on the 
other side, the capitalist benefits from this competition, hiring better qualified 
workers paying less wages and benefits, contributing to losing workers class 
sense and bringing a generalized income flattening (marX, 2010). 

The more evident consequence of this process is growing individualiza-
tion in workers, socially weakening them and contributing to the impairment 
of union actions, at the same time that it becomes capital the collective buil-
ding of new practices of resistance. This implies that thesis stating social work 
loss of meaning are far away from being confirmed. 

great challenge today faced, both in theory and practice, is apprehen-
ding  specifically capitalist relation of production and understand how exploi-
tation process in productive relations, trying to demystificate mental and ma-
nual work re-integration concepts, of substituting work by science and more 
qualification. 

To conclude, contemporary work reality results from the way it is develo-
ped under capitalism: human activity is substituted by machines, “[...] throwing 
part of the workers backward into barbarian work, transforming them into ma-
chines” (marX, 2010: 82).
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